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INTRODUCTION 

OUR NATIONAL
 
EATING DISORDER
 

What should we have for dinner? 

This book is a long and fairly involved answer to this seemingly 

simple question. Along the way. it also tries to figure out how such a 

simple question could ever have gotten so complicated. As a culture we 

seem to have arrived at a place where whatever native wisdom we may 

once have possessed about eating has been replaced by confusion and 

anxiety. Somehow this most elemental of activitie:r-nguring out what 

to eat-has come to require a remarkable amount of expert hclp. How 

did we ever get to a point where we need investigative journalists to tell 

us where our food comes from and nutritionists to determine the din
ner menu? 

For me the absurdity of the situation became inescapable in the fall 

of2002, when one of the most andent and venerable staples of human 

life abruptly disappeared from theAmerican dinner table. I'm talking of 

course about bread. Virtually overnight, Americans changed the way 

eat. A collective spasm ofwhat can only be described as carbopho
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bia seized the country, supplanting an era of nationallipophobia dating 

to the Carter administration. That was when, in 1977, a Senate commit

tee had issued a set of "dietary goals" warning beefcloving Americans 

to layoff the red meat. And so we dutifully had done, until now. 

What set off the sea change? It appears to have been a perfect media 

storm ofdiet books, scientific studies, and one timely magazine article. 

The new diet books, many of them inspired by the formerly discredited 

Dr. Robert C. Atkins, brought Americans the welcome news that they 

could eat mare meat and lose Weight just so long as they laid off the 

bread and pasta. These high-protem, low-carb diets found support in a 

handful of new epidemiological studies suggesting that the nutritional 

orthodoxy that had held sway in America since the 1970s might be 

wrong. It was not, as official opinion claimed, fat that made us fat, but 

the carbohydtates we'd been eating precisely in order to stay slim. So 

conditions were ripe for a swing of the dietary pendulum when, in the 

summer of 2002, the NewYork ']]mes Magazine published a cover story on 

the new research entitled "What if Fat Doesn't MakeYou Fat?" Within 

months, supermarket shelves were restocked and restaurant menus 

rewritten to reflect the new nutritional wisdom. The blamelessness of 

steak restored, two of the most wholesome and uncontroversial foods 

known to man-bread and pasta-acquired a moral stain that 

promptly bankrupted dozens of bakeries and noodle firms and ruined 

an untold number of perfectly good meals. 

50 violent a change in a culture's eating habits is surely the sign of 

a national eating disorder. Certainly it would never have happened in a 

culture in possession of deeply rooted traditions surrounding food and 

eating. But then, such a culture would not feel the need for its most au

to ever deliberate the nation's "dietary goals"--or, 

for that matter, to wage political battle every few years over the precise 

design of an official government graphic called the "food pyramid:' A 

country with a stable culture of food would nol shell out millions for 

the quackery (or common sense) of a new diet book every January. It 

would not be susceptible to the pendulum swings of food scares or 

fads, to the apotheosis every few years of one newly discovered nutri-
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ent and the demonization of another. It would not be apt to confuse 

protein bars and food supplements with meals or breakfast cereals with 

medicines. It probably would not eat a fifth ofits meals in cars or feed 

fully a third of its children at a fast-food outlet every day. And it surely 

would not be nearly so fat. 

Nor would such a culture be shocked to discover that there are 

other countries, such as Italy and France, that decide their dinner ques

tions on the basis of such qUaint and unscientific criteria as pleasure 

and tradition, eat all manner of "unhealthy" foods, and, 10 and behold, 

wind up actually healthier and happier in their eating than we are. We 

show om smprise at this by speaking of something called the "French 

paradox," for how could a people who eat such demonstrably toxic 

substances as foie gras and triple creme cheese actually be slimmer and 

healthier than we are? Yet I wonder if it doesn't make more sense to 

speak in terms of an American paradox-that is, a notably unhealthy 

people obsessed by the idea of eating healthily. 

To ONE DEGREE or another, the question of what to have for dinner as

. sails every omnivore, and always has. When you can eat just about any

thing nature has to offer, deciding what you mould eat will inevitably stir 

anxiety, especially when some of the potential foods on offer are liable 

to sicken or kill you.This is the omnivore's dilemma, noted long ago by 

writers like Rousseau and Brillat-5avarin and first given that name 

years ago by a University ofPennsylvania research psychologist named 

Paul Rozin. I've borrowed his phrase for the title of this book because 

the omnivore's dilemma turns out to be a particularly sharp tool for 

understanding our present predicarnents surrounding food. 

In a 1976 paper called "The Selection of Foods by Rats, Humans, 

and Other Animals" Rozin contrasted the omnivore's existential situa

tion with that of the specialized eater, for whom the dinner question 

could not be simpler. The koala doesn't worry about what to eat: 

Ifit looks and smells and tastes like a eucalyptus leaf, it must be dinner. 

The koala's culinary preferences are hardwired in its genes. But for 
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.omnivores like us (and the rat) a vast amount of brain space and time 

must be devoted to figuring out which of all the many potential dishes 

nature lays on are safe to eat. We rely on our prodigious powers of 

recognition and memory to guide us away from poisons (Isn't !hut the 

mushroom that made mc sick lust weill) and toward nutritious plants (The red 

berries ore the juicier, sweeter unes). Our taste buds help too, predisposing us 

toward sweemess, which signals carbohydrate energy in nature, and 

a!Nay from bitterness, which is how many of the toxic alkalOids produced 

by plants taste. Our inborn sense of disgust keepS us from ingesting 

things that might infect us, such as rotten meat. Many anthropologists 

believe that the reason we evolved such big and intricate brains was 

preCisely to help us deal with the oIIlll1vore's dilemma. 

Being a generalist is of course a great boon as well as a challenge; it 

is what allows humans to successfully inhabit virtually every terrestrial 

environment on the planet. Omuivory offers the pleasures of variety, 

too. But the surfeit ofchoice brings with it a lot of stress and leads to a 

kind of Manichaean view of food, a division of nature into The Good 

Things to Eat, and The Bad. 

The rat must make this all-importa:I1t distinction more or less on its 

own, each individual figuring out fur itself-and then remembering

which things will nourish and which will poison. The human omm

vme has, in addition to his senses and memory. the incalculable 

advantage of a culture, which stores the experience and accumulated 

wisdom of countless human tasters before him. I don't need to experi

ment with the mushroom now called, rather helpfully. the"death cap," 

and it is common knowledge that that first intrepid lobster eater was on 

to something very good. Our culture codifies the rules ofwise eating in 

an elaborate structure of taboos, rituals, recipes, manners, and culinary 

traditions that keep us from haVing to reenact the omnivore's dilennna 

at every meal. 

One way to think aboutAmerica's national eating disorder is as the re

turn, with an ahnost atavistic vengeance, of the omnivore's dilemma.The 

rornucopla of the American supermarket has thrown us back on a bewil

dering food landscape where we once again have to worry tIlat some of 
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those tasty-looking morsels might lciIl us. (perhaps not as quickly a 

poisonous mushroom, but just as surely.) Certainly ilie extraordin. 

abundance offood inAmerica complicates the whole problem of choi 

At the SaDle time, many of the tools wiili which people historically rna 

aged the omnivore's dilennna have lost their sharpness here--or simI 

f.illed. As a relatively new nation drawn from many different inlrnigra 

populations, each with its own culture offood, Americans have never h 

a Single, strong, stable culinary tradition to guide us. 

The lad of a steadying culture of food leaves us especially vulner 

ble to the blandishments of the food scientist and the marketer, f, 

whom the omnivore's dllennna is not 'so much a dilemma as an oppo 

tUn1ty. It is very much in the interest of the food industry to exacerba 

our anxieties about what to eat, the better to ilien assuage them wit 

new products. Our bewilderment in the supermarket is no accident; tl 

return of the omnivore's dilemma has deep roots in the modern fuo 

industry, roots that, ] found, reach all the way back to fields of cor 

growing in places like Iowa. 

And so we find ourselves where we do, confronting in the SUpel 

market or at the dimler table the dilennnas ofomnivorousness, some c 

them ancient and others never before inlagmed.The organic apple or th 

convenuonal? And if the organic, the local one or the imported?The wil, 

fish or the fumed? The trans fats or tlle butter or the "not butter"? Shall 

be a carn1vore or a vegetarian?And ifa vegetarian, a lacto-vegetarian or. 

vegan? like the hunter-gatllerer picking a novel mushroom off the for· 

est floor and consulting his sense memory to determine its edibility; w{ 

pid up the package in the supennarket and, no longer so confident 01 

our senses, scrul:inize the label, scratching our heads over the meaning 

ofphrases like "heart healthy:' "no trans fats," "cage_free:' or "range-fed." 

What is "natural grill flavor" orTBHQ or xanthan gum? What is all tbis 

stuff, anyway, and where in the world did it come from? 

My WAGER in writing The Omnivore's Dilemma was that the best way to an

~wer the questions we face about what to eat was to go bade to the very 
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beginning, to follow the food chains that sustain us, all the way from 

the earth to the plate-to a small number of actual meals. 1 wanted to 

look at the getting and eating offood at its most fundamental, which is 

to say, as a transaction between species in nature, eaters and eaten. ("The 

whole ofnature," wrote the English authorWilliam Ralph luge, "is a con

jugation of the verb to eat, in the active and passive.") What 1 try to do in 

this book is approach the dinner question as a naturalist might, using the 

long lenses of ecology and anthropology. as well as the shorter, more in

timate lens ofpersonal experience. 

My premise is that like every other creature on earth, humans tale 

part in a food chain, and our place in that food chain, or web, deter

mines to a considerable extent what kind of creature we are.The fact of 

our omnivorousness has done much to shape our nature, both bod} 

possess the omnicompetent teeth and jaws of the omnivore, equally well 

suited to tearing meat and grinding seeds) and soul. Our prodigious 

powers of observation and memory. as well as our curious and experi

mental stance toward the natural world, owe much to the biological 

fact of omnivorousness. So do the various adaptations we've evolved to 

defeat the defertses of other creatures so that we might eat them, in

cluding our sltills at hunting and cooking with me. Some philosophers 

have argued that the very open-endedness of human appetite is respon

sible for both our savagery and civility. since a creature that could con

ceive of eating anything (including, notably, other humans) stands in 

particular need of ethical rules, manners, and rituals. We are not only 

what we eat, but how we eat, too. 
Yet we are also different from most of nature's other eaters

markedly so. For one thing, we've acquired the ability to substantially 

modify the food chains we depend on, by means of such revolutionary 

technologies as cooking with :fire, hunting with tools, farrrting, and 

food preservation. Cooking opened up whole new vistas of edibility by 

rendering various plants and animals more digestible. and overcoming 

many of the chemical defertses other species deploy against 

eaten. Agriculture allowed us to vastly multiply the populations of a few 

favored food species, and therefore in turn our own. And, most recently, 
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has allowed us to reinvent the human food chain, from the 

synthetic fertility of the soil to the microwaveable can ofsoup designed 

to fit into a car's cup holder. The implications of this last revolution, for 

our health and the health of the natural world, we are still struggling 

to grasp. 

The Omnivore's Dilemma is about the three principal food chains that 

sustain us today: the industrial, the organic, and the hunter-gatherer. 

Different as they are, all three fOod chains are systems for doing more 

or less the same thing: linking us, through what we eat, to the fertility 

of the earth and the energy of the sun. It might be hard to see how, but 

even a Twinlde does thiSc-i:onstitutes an engagement with the natural 

world. As ecology teaches. and this book tries to show, it's all con

nected, even the Twinkie. 

Ecology also teaches that all life on earth can be viewed as a compe

tition among species for the solar energy captured by green plants and 

stored in the form of complex carbon molecules. A food chain 1s a sys

tem for passing those calories on to speeies that lack the plant's unique 

ability to synthesize them from sunlight. One of the themes of this 

book is that the industrial revolution of the food chain, dating to the 

close ofWorld War II, has actually changed the fundamental rules of 

this game. Industrial agriculture has supplanted a complete reliance on 

the sun for our calories with something new under the sun: a food 

chain that draws much of its energy from fossil fuels instead 

course, even that energy originally carne from the sun, but unlike sun

light it is finite and irreplaceable.) The result of this innovation has been 

a vast increase in the amount of food energy av.tilable to our species; 

this has been a boon to humanity (allowing us to multiply our num

bers) , but not an lillalloyed one. We've discovered that an abundance of 

food does not render the omnivore's dilerruna obsolete.To the contrary, 

abundance seems only to deepen it, giving us all sorts ofnew problems 

and things to worry about. 

Each of this book's three parts follows one of the principal human 

food chains from beginning to end: from a plant, or group 

photosynthesizing calories in the sun, all the way to a meal at the din
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ner end of that food chain. Reversing the chronological order, I start 

with the industrial food chain, since that is the one that today involves 

and concerns us the most. It is also by far the biggest and longest. Since 

monoculture is the halhnark of the industrial food chain, this section 

foc..11Ses on a single plant: Zeu mays, the giant tropical grass we call corn, 

which has become the keystone species of the industrial food chain, 

and so in turn of the modeIll diet.This section follows a bushel ofcom

modity corn from the field in Iowa where it grew on its long, strange 

jOUIlley to its ultimate destination in a fast-food meal, eaten in a mov

ing car on a highway in Marin County, California. 

The book's second part follows what I call-to distinguish it from 

the industrial-the pastoral food chain. This section explores some of 

the alternatives to industrial food and farming that have sprung up in 

recent years (variously called "organic," "local," "biological," and "be_ 

yond organic"), food chains that might appear to be preindustrial but 

in surprising ways turn out in fact to be postindustrial. I set out think

ing I could follow one such food chain, from a radically innovative 

fann in Virginia that I worked on one recent sununer to an extrem~y 

local meal prepared from animals raised on its pastures. But I promptly 

discovered that no single £lIm or meal could do justice to the complex, 

branching story of alternative agriculture right now, and that I needed 

also to reckon with the food chain I call, oxymoronically, the "indus

trial organic." 50 the book's pastoral section serves up the natural his

tory of two very different "organic" meals: one whose ingredients 

came from my local Whole Foods supermarket (gathered there from as 

far away as Argentina), and the other tracing its origins to a single poly

culture of grasses growing at Polyface Farm in Swoope, Virginia. 

The last section, titled Personal, follows a kind of neo-Paleolithic 

food chain from the forests ofNorthern California to a meal I prepared 

(almost) exclusively from ingredients I hunted, gath!'.red, and grew 

mysel£ Though we twenty-first-century eaters still eat a handful of 

hunted and gathered food (notably fish and wild mushrooms), my in

terest in this food chain was less practical than philosophical: I hoped 

to shed fresh liQht on the way we eat now by inunersing myself in the 
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way we ate then. In order to make this meal I had to learn how to do 

some unfamiliar things, including hunting game and foraging for wild 

mushrooms and urban tree fruit. In doing so I was forced to confront 

some of the most element~ questions--and dilemmas--faced by the 

human omnivore: What are the moral and psychological implications of 

killing, preparing. and eating a wild animal? How does one distinguish 

between the delicious and the deadly when foraging in the woods? How 

do the alchemies of the kitchen transform the raw stuffs of nature into 

some of the great delights of human culture? 

The end result of this adventure was what I carne to think of as the 

Perfect Meal. not because it turned out so well (though in my humble 

opinion it did), but because this labor- and thought-intensive dinner, 

enjoyed in the company offellow foragers, gave me the opportunity, so 

rare in modem life, to eat in full consciousness of everything involved 

in feeding myself: For once, I was able to pay the full kannic price of 

a meal. 

Yet as different as these three journeys (and four meals) turned out 

to be, a few themes kept cropping up. Que is that there exists a funda

mental tension between the lOgiC of nature and the logic of human in

dustry, at least as it is presently organized. Our ingenuity in feeding 

ourselves is prodigiOUS, but at various points our technologies come 

into conflict with nature's ways of doing things, as when we seek to 

maximize efficiency by planting crops or raising animals in vast mono

cultures. This is something nature never does, always and for good 

reasons practicing diversity instead. A great many of the health and en

vironmental problems created by our food system owe to our attempts 

to oversimplify nature's complexities, at both the growing and the eat

ing ends of our food chain. At either end of any food chain you find a 

biological system-a patch of soil, a human body-and the health of 

one is connected-literally-to the health of the other. Many of the 

problems of health and nutrition we face today trace back to things that 

happen on the farm, and behind those things stand specific govern

ment policies few of us know anything about. 

I don't mean to suggest that human food chains have only recently 
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come into conflict with the logic ofbiology; early agricultme and, long 

before that, human hunting proved enormously destructive, Indeed, 

we might never have needed agricultme had earlier generations of 

hunters not eliminated the species they depended upon. Folly in the 

getting ofour food is nothing new. And yet the new follies we are per

petrating in our industrial food chain today are of a different order. By 

replacing solar energy with fossil fuel, by raising millions offood ani

mal~ in close confinement, by feeding those animals foods they never 

evolved to eat, and by feeding ourselves foods fur more navel than we 

even realize, we are taking risks with our health and the health of the 

narural world that are unprecedented. 

Another theme, or premise really, is that the way we eat represents 

our mast profound engagement with the natural world. Daily; our eat

ing turns nature into culture, transforming the body of the world into 

om bodies and minds. Agriculture has done more to reshape the natu

ral world than anything else we humans do, both its landscapes and the 

composition of its flora and fauna. Our eating also constitutes a rela

tionship with dozens of other species-plants, aIrimals, and fuiigi

with which we have coevolved to the point where our fates are deeply 

entwined. Many of these species have evolved e:xpressly to gratify our 

desires, in the intricate dance of domestication that has allowed us 

and them to prosper together as we could never have prospered apart. 

But our relationships with the wild species we eat-from the mush 

roOllIS we pick in the forest to the yeasts that leaven our bread-are no 

less compelling. and far more mysterious. Eating puts us in touch with 

all that we share with the other animals, and all that sets us apart. It de

fines us. 

What is perhaps most troubling, and sad, about industrial eating is 

how thoroughly it obscures all these relationships and connections. To 

go from the chicken (Gallus gallus) to the Chicken McNugget is to leave 

this world in a journey of forgetting that could hardly be more costly, 

not only in terms of the animal's pain but in our pleasure, too, But for

getting, or not knoWing in the first place, is what the industrial food 

chain is all about, the principal reason it is so opaque, for ifwe could 
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see what lies on the fur side of the increasingly high walls ofour indus

trial agriculture, we would surely change the way we eat, 

"Eating is an agricultural act," as Wendell Berry famously said, It is 

also an ecological act, anti a pOlitical act, too. Though much has been 

done to obscure this simple fact, how and what we eat determines to a 

great extent the use we make of the world--and what is to become of 

it, To eat with a fuller consciousness ofall that is at stake might sound 

like a burden, but in practice few things in life can afford quite as much 

satisfaction. By comparison, the pleasures of eating industrially, which 

is to say eating in ignorance, are fleeting. Many people today seem per

rectly content eating at the end of an industrial food chain, without a 

thought in the world; this book is probably not for dlem. There are 

things in it that will ruin their appetites. But in the'end this is a book 

about the pleasures of eating. the kinds of pleasme that are only deep

ened by knowing. 
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THE FARM 

1. ONE FARMER, 129 EATERS 

To take the wheel of a clattering 1975 International Harvester tractor, 

pulling a spidery eight-row planter through an Iowa cornfield during 

the first week of May, is like trying to steer a boat through a softly 

rolling sea of dark chocolate. The hard part is keeping the thing on a 

straight line, that and hearing the shouted instructions of the farmer 

sitting next to you when you both have wads of Kleenex jammed into 

your ears to muffle the diesel roar. Drivillg a boat, you try to follow the 

compass heading or aim for a landmark on shore; planting com, you 

try to follow the groove in the soil laid down on the previous pass by a 

rolling disk at the end of a steel arm attached to the planter behind us. 

Deviate from the line and your com rows will wobble, overlapping 

or drifting away from one another. Either way, it'll earn you a measure 

of neighborly derision and hurt your yield. And yield, measured in 

bushels per acre, is the measure of all things here in com country. 

THE FARM <lo JJ 

The tractor I was drivillg belonged to George Naylor, who bought 

it new back in the midseventies, when, as a twenty-seven-year-old, he 

returned to Greene County, Iowa, to farm his family's 470 acres. Naylor 

is a big man with a moon face and a scraggly gray beard. On the phone 

his gravelly voice and incontrovertible pronouncements ("That is just 

the biggest bunch of bullshit! Only the New York Times would be dumb 

enough to believe the Farm Bureau still speaks for American farmers!") 

led me to expect someone considerably more ornery than the shy fellow 

who climbed down from his tractor cab to greet me in the middle of a 

field in the middle of a slate-gray day threatening rain. Naylor had on 

the farmer's standard-issue baseball cap, a yellow chamois shirt, and 

overalls-the stripy blue kind favored by railroad workers, about as un

intimidating an article of clothing as has ever been donned by a man. 

My first impression was more shambling Gentle Ben than fiery prairie 

populist, but I would discover that Naylor can be either fellow, the mere 

mention of "Cargill" or "Earl Butz" supplying the transformational 

trigger. 

This part ofIowa has some of the richest soil. in the world, a layer 

of cakey alluvial loam nearly two feet thick. The initial deposit was 

made by the retreat of the Wisconsin glader ten thousand years ago, 

and then compounded at the rate of another inch or two every decade 

by prairie grasses-big bluestem, foxtail, needlegrass, and switchgrass. 

Tall-grass prairie is what this land was until the middle of the nine

teenth century, when the sod was first broken by the settler's plow. 

George's grandfather moved his family to Iowa from Derbyshire, Eng

land, in the 1880s, a coal miner hoping to improve his lot in life. The 

sight of such soil, pushing up and then curling back down behind the 

blade of his plow like a thick black wake behind a ship, must have 

stoked his confidence, and justifiably so: It's gorgeous stuff, black gold 

as deep as you can dig, as far as you can see.What you can't see is all the 

soil that's no longer here, havillg been blown or washed away since the 

sod was broken; the two-foot crust of topsoil here probably started out 

closer to four. 
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The story of the Naylor farm since 1919, when George's grandfa

ther bought it, closely tracks the twentieth-century story of American 

agriculture, its achievements as well as its disasters. It begins with a 

farmer supporting a family on a. dozen different species of plants and 

anllnals.There would have been a fair amount ofcorn then too, but also 

fruits and other vegetables, as well as oats, hay; and alfalfa to feed the 

pigs, cattle, chickens, and horses-horses being the tractors of that 

time. One ofevery four Americans lived on a f.mn when Naylor's grand

father arrived here in Churdan; his land and labor supplied enough 

food to feed his family and twelve other Am~icansbesides. Less than a 

century after, fewer than 1 million Americans still farm-and they 

grow enough to feed the rest of usEhat that means is that Naylor's 

grandson, raising nothing but com and soybeans on a fairly typical 

Iowa farm, is so astoundingly productive that he is, in effect, ,keding 

so~.Measured in terms of output per worker, Ameri

can f.mners like Naylor are the most productive humans who have ever 

live<D 

Yet George Naylor is all but going broke-and he's doing better 

than many ofhis neighbors. (Partly because he's still driving that 1975 

tractor.) For though this farm might feed 129, it can no longer support 

the four who live on it: The Naylor farm survives by the grace of Peggy 

Naylor's paycheck (she works for a social services agency in Jefferson) 

and an annual subsidy payment from Washington, D.C. Nor can the 

Naylor farm literally feed the Naylor family, as it did in grandfather 

Naylor's day. George's crops are basically inedible-they're commodi

ties that must be processed or fed to livestock before they can feed peo

ple. Water, water, everywhere and not a drop to drink: like most of 

Iowa, which now imports 80 percent of its food, George's farm (apart 

from his garden, his laying hens, and his fruit is basically a food 

desert. 

The 119 people who depend on George Naylor for their sustenance 

are all strangers,living at the far end of a food chain so long, intricate, 

and obscure that neither producer nor consumer has any reason to know 

the first thing about the other. Ask one of those eaters where their steak 
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or soda comes from and she'll tell you "the supermarket." Ask George 

Naylor whom he's growing all that corn for and he'll tell you "the mil

itary-industrial complex." Bl;th are partly right. 

I came to George Naylor's farm as an unelected representative of the 

Group of 129, curious to learn whom, and what, I'd find at the far end 

9fthe food chain that keeps me alive.There's no way ofknowing whether 

George Naylor is literally growing the corn that feeds the steer that be

.comes my steak, or that sweetened my son's soft drink, or that supplied 

the dozen or so corn-derived ingre9ents from which his chicken nug

get is constructed. But given the complexly ramifYing fate of a bushel 

of commodity corn, the countless forking paths followed by its ninety 

thousand kernels as they're dispersed across the nation's sprawling food 

system, the odds are good that at least one of the kernels grown on the 

Naylor farm has, like the proverbial atom from Caesar's dying breath, 

made its way to me. And ifnot me, then certainly you. This Iowa corn

field (and all the others just like it) is the place most of our food 

comes from. 

2. PLANTING THE CITY OF CORN 

The day I showed up was supposed to be the dry one all week, so 

George and I spent most of it in the cab ofhis tractor, trying to get ac

quainted and get his last 160 acres of corn planted at the same time; a 

week or two later he'd start in on the soybeans.The two crops take turns 

in these fields year after year, in what has been the classic Corn Belt ro

tation since the 1970s. (Since that time soybeans have become the sec

ond leg supporting the industrial food system: It too is fed to livestock 

and now frnds its way into two-thirds of all processed foods.) For most 

of the afternoon I sat on a rough cushion George had, fashioned for me 

from crunlpled seed bags, but after a while he let me take the wheel. 

Back and forth and back again, a halfa mile in each direction, plant

ing corn feels less like planting, or even driving, than stitching an inter

minable cloak, or covering a page with the same sentence over and over 
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again. The monotony, by the roar of a diesel engine well 

past its prime, is after a while. Every pass across this field, 

which is almost but not quite dead flat, represents another acre of corn 

plamed, another thirty thousand seeds tucked into one of the eight fur

rows being simultaneously etched into the soil by pairs of stainless steel 

disks; a trailing roller then closes the furrows over the seed. 

The seed we were planting was Pioneer Hi-Bred's 34H31, a strain that 

the catalog described as "an adaptable hybrid with solid agronomics and 

yield potential." The lack of hype, notable for a seed catalog, probably 

reflects the fuct that 34H31 does not contain the ''yieldGard gene," the 

Monsanto-developed line of genetically engineered com that Pioneer is 

currently pushing: The genetically modified 34B98, on the same page, 

promises"outstanding yield potential." Despite the promises, Naylor, un

like many ofhis neighbors, doesn't plant GMOs (genetically modified or

ganisms). He has a gut distrust of the technology ("They're messing with 

three billion years of evolution") and doesn't think it's worth the extra 

twenty-five dollats a bag (in technology fees) they cost. "Sure, you 

get a yield bump, but whatever you make on the extra com goes right 

back to cover the premium for the seed. I fail to see why I should be laun

money for Monsanto." As Naylor sees it, GMO seed is just the lat

est chapter in an old story: Farmers eager to increase their yields adopt 

the latest innovation, only to find that it's the companies selling the inno

vations who reap the most from the gain in the farmer's productivity. 

Even without the addition of transgenes for traits like insect resis

tance, the standard F-I hybrids Naylor plants are technological marvels, 

capable of coaxing 180 bushels of corn from an acre of Iowa soil. One 

bushel holds 56 of kernels, so that's slightly more than ten 

thousand pounds of food per acre; the field George and 1 that 

day would 1.8 million pounds of corn. Not bad for a days work sit

ting down, I thought to myself that afternoon, though of course there'd 

be several more days of work between now and the harvest in October. 

One way to tell the story of this farm is by following the steady up

ward arc in the yield of corn. Naylor has no idea how many bushels of 

corn per acre his grandfather could but the average back in 
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1920 was about twenty bushels per acre--roughly the same yields his

torically realized by Native Americans. Corn then was planted in widely 

spaced bunches in a checkerhoard pattern so farmers could cul

tivate between the stands in either direction. Hybrid seed came on the 

market in the late the 193 Os, when his father was farming. "You heard 

stories," George shouted over the din of the tractor. "How they talked 

him into raising an acre or two of the new hybrid, and by god when 

the old corn fell over, the hybrid stood up. Doubled Dad's 

till he was getting seventy to eighty an acre in the frfties." George 

has doubled that yet again, some years getting as much as two hundred 

bushels of corn per acre. The only other domesticated species ever to 

have multiplied its productivity by such a factor is the Holstein cow. 

"High yield" is a abstract concept, and I wondered what it 

meant at the level of the plant: more cobs per stalk? more kernels per 

cob? Neither of the above, explained. The higher yield of mod

ern hybrids stems from the fact that they can be planted so close 

together, thirty thousand to the acre instead ofeight thousand in his fa

ther's day. Planting the old open-pollinated (nonhybrid) varieties so 

densely would result in stalks grown spindly as they jostled each other 

for sunlight; eventually the plants would topple in the: wind. Hybrids 

have been bred for thicker stalks and stronger root systems, the better 

to stand upright in a crowd and withstand mechanical harvesting. Basi

cally, modern hybrids can tolerate the corn equivalent of city life, 

growing amid the multitudes without succumbing to urban stress. 

You would think that competition among individuals would threaten 

the tranquility of such a crowded metropolis, yet the modern field of 

corn forms a most mob.This is because every plant in it, 

an F-I hybrid, is genetically identical to every other. Since no individ

ual plant has inherited any competitive edge over any other, precious 

resources like sunlight, water, and soil nutrients are shared equitably. 

There are no alpha corn plants to hog the light or fertilizer. The true so

cialist utopia turns out to be a field of F-I hybrid 

Iowa to look a little different when you think of its sprawl

ing fields as cities of corn, the land, in its own way, settled as densely as 
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Manhattan for the very same purpose: to maximize real estate values, 

There may be little pavement out here, but this is no middle landscape. 

Though by any reasonable definition Iowa is a rnral state, it is more 

thoroughly developed than many cities: A mere 2 percent of the state's 

land remains what it used to be (tall-grass prairie), every square foot of 

the rest having been completely remade by man. The only thing miss

ing from this man-made landscape is . , . man. 

3. VANISHING SPECIES 

A case can be made that the com plant's population explosion in places 

like Iowa is responsible for pushing out not only other plants but the 

animals and then/inally the people, too. When Naylor's grandfather ar

rived in America the population of Greene County was near its peak: 

16,467 people. In the most recent census it had fallen to 10,366.There 

are many reasons for the depopulation of the American Farm Belt, but 

the triumph of com deserves a large share of the blame--or the credit, 

depencling on yoUT point ofview. 

When George Naylor's grandfather was farming, the typical Iowa 

farm was home to whole families of different plant and animal species, 

corn being only the fonrth most common. Horses were the fust, be

cause every faml needed working animals (there were only 225 trac

tors in all ofAmerica in 1920), followed by cattle, chickens, and then 

com. After corn came hogs, apples, hay. oats, potatoes, and cherries; 

many Iowa farms also grew wheat, plums, grapes, and pears.This diver

sity allowed the :furm not only to substantially feed itse1f--and by that 

I don't mean feed only the farmers, but also the soil and the livestock

but to withstand a collapse in the market for anyone of those crops. It 

also produced a completely different landscape than the Iowa of today. 

"You had fences everywhere," George recalled, "and of course pas

tures. Everyone had livestock, so large parts of the farm would be green 

most of the year. The ground never used to be this bare this long." For 

much of the year, from the October harvest to the emergence of the 
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corn in mid-May, Greene County is black now, a great tarmac only 

slightly more hospitable to wildlife than asphalt. Even in May the only 

green you see are the moats oflawn surrouncling the houses, the nar

row strips of grass divicling one farm from another, and the roadside 

ditches. The fences were pulled up when the animals left, beginning in 

the fifties and sixties, or when they moved indoors, as Iowa's hogs have 

more recently done; hogs now spend their lives in aluminum sheds 

perched atop manure pits. Greene County in the spring has become a 

monotonous landscape, vast plowed fields relieved only by a dwindling 

number of farmsteads, increasingly lonesome islands of white wood 

and green grass marooned in a sea of black. Without the fences and 

hedgerows to slow it down, Naylor says, the winds blow more fiercely 

in Iowa today than they once did. 

Corn isn't solely responsible for remaking this landScape: It was the 

tractor, after all, that put the horses out of work, and with the horses 

went the fields of oats and some of the pasture. But corn was the crop 

that put cash in the fanner's pocket, so as corn yields began to soar at 

midcentu:ry. the temptation was to give the miracle crop more and 

more land. Of COl1l'se, every other farmer in America was thinking the 

same way (having been encouraged to do so by government policies), 

with the inevitable result that the price of com declined. One might 

think falling corn prices would lead farmers to plant less of it, but the 

economics and psychology of agriculture are such that exactly the op

posite happened. 

Beginning in the fif~es, the flood tide ofcheap corn made 

it profitable to fatten cattle on feedlots instead of on grass, and to raise 

chickf'JJS in giant factories rather than in farmyards. Iowa livestock farmers 

couldn't compete with the factory-farmed animals their own cheap corn 

had helped spawn, so the chickens and cattle disappeared from the farm, 

and with them the pastnres and hay fields and fences. In their place the 

farmers planted IIlore of the one crop they could grow more of than 

anything else: corn. And whenever the price of corn slipped they plantl'd 

a little more of it, to cover expenses and stay even. 1980s the 

versified family farm was in Iowa, and corn was king. 

"115
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(Plantmg corn on the same ground year after year brought down 

the predictable plagues of wects and disease, so begitmJng in the 

197Os Iowa fanners started alternating corn with soybeans, a legume. 

Recently, though, bean prices having fallen and bean diseases hav

ing risen, some farmers are going back to a risky rotation of "wm on 

With the help of its human and botanical allies farm policy 

and soybeans), com had pushed the animals and their reed crops off 

the land, and steadily expanded mto their paddocks and pastures and 

fields. Now it proceeded to push out the people. For the radically sim

plified fann of com and soybeans doem't require nearlY' as much hu

man labor as the old diversified fann, especially when tbe fanner can 

call on sixteen-row planters and chemical weed killers. One man can 

handle a lot more acreage by himselfwhen it's planted in monoculture, 

and without animals to care for he can take the weekend off, and even 

think about spending the winter m Florida. 

"Growing corn is just riding tractors and spraying," Naylor told me; 

the number of riding and spraying days it takes to raise five hundred 

acres of industrial corn can probably be counted in weeks. So the farms 

got bigger, and eventually the people, whom the steadily falling price 

of corn could no longer support anyway, went elsewhere, ceding the 

field to the monstrous grass. 

Churdan is virtually a ghost town, much of its main street 

shuttered. The barbershop, a food market, and the local movie theater 

have all closed in recent years; there's a cafe and one sparsely stocked 

little market somehow still hanging on, but most people drive the ten 

miles to Jefferson to buy their groceries or pick up milk and eggs when 

they're getting gas at the Xum & Go. The middle school can no longer 

field a baseball team or put together a band, it has so few students left, 

and it takes four local high schools to field a single football team: the 

Jefferson-Scranton-Paton-Churdan Rams. Just about the only going con

cern left standing in Churdan is the grain elevator, rising at the far end 

of town like a windowless concrete skyscraper. It endures because, peo

ple or no people, the corn keeps coming, more of it every year. 
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4. THERE GOES THE SUN 

I've oversimplified the story a bit; corn's rapid rise is not quite as self

propelled as I've made it sound.As in so many other"self-made" Amer

ican successes, the closer you look the more you find the federal 

government lending a hand--a patent, a monopoly, a tax break-to 

our hero at a critical juncture. In the case of corn, the botanical hero 

I've depicted as plucky and ambitious was in fact subsidized in crucial 

ways, both economically and biologically. There's a good reason I met 

fanners in Iowa who don't respect com, who will tell you in disgust 
that the plant has become "a welfare queen." 

The great turning point in the modem history of com, which in 

turn marks a key turning pOint in the indUS~iization of our food, can 
be dated with some preBsIOi'i1:tr-t:he da.:y in 94 when the huge muni

/"". . "\: 
tions plant at ~~Alabamj}l ~ed over to making chem

i~IJer~er. After the w.!! the g~t had found itself with a 

tremendous surplus o€mmomum nitrat9t1M:..~ingredientin 

tl:e making ofexplosives. Ammonium nitrate also happens to be an ex

cellent source of nitrogen for plants. Serious thought was given to 

spraying America's forests with the surplus chemical, to help out the 

timber industry. But agronomists in the Department ofAgriculture had 

a better idea: Sp~ammomum nitrate on farmland as fertilizer. 

The chemical fertilizer industry (along with that of pesticides, which 

are based on poison gase~ developed for the war) is the product of the 

government's effort to convert its war machine to peacetime purposes. 

As the Indian fanner activistVandana Shiva says in her speeches, ':yve're 
still eating the leftovers ofWorld War II." 

Hybrid corn turned out to be the greatest beneficiary of this conver

sion. Hybrid com is the greediest of plants, consuming more fertilizer 

than any other crop. For though tbe new hybrids had the genes to sur

vive in teeming cities of com, the richest acre of Iowa soil couId never 

have fed thirty thousand hungry corn plants without promptly bank

rupting its fertility. To keep their land from getting"com sick" f.mners 
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in Naylor's futher's day would carefully rotate their crops with legumes 

add nitrogen to the soil), never growing corn more than tWice 

in the same field every five years; they would also recycle nutrients by 
spreading their cornfields with manure from their livestock. Before 

synthetic fertilizers the amotmt of nitrogen in the soil strictly limited 

the amount ofcorn an acre of land could support.Though hybrids were 

inttoduced in the thirties, it wasn't until they made the acquaintance of 

chemical fertilizers in the 195Os iliat corn yields exploded. 

Th~_~covery of sypilietic nitrogen changed everything-not just 
for the corn plant and the farm, not just for the food s}'st~m, gut also 

fo;(h~;'dY life on earth Is conducted, All life depends on nitrogen; it is 

~r~':;hich nature a;sembles aIDino acids, proteins, 

and nucleic acids; the genetic information that orders and perpetuates 

life is ,vri~~k. (This is why scientists sp~fnitrogen(i'~ 
~ ~ng life's quality, whil~- carb~~pr~ides thLQ]1antity.) But'th~

_a,__...__ ~._,..._. ._.... '".__~_. -~

\~ supply of usable nittogen on earth is limited. Although earth's atmos

+- o~ phere is about 80 percent nitrogen, all those atoms are tightly paired, 
;V lJ,-f nonreactive, and therefore useless; the nineteenth-century chemist 

, .»1 o'i" Justus von liebig spoke of atmospheric nittogen's "indifference to all 

~,. other substaIlces."To be of any value to plants and arrimals, these self
~ - .\.(_'* involved nitrogen atoms must be split md_tJ?en joined to atoms ofhy

t tiC .drogen. Chemists call tlris process of taking atoms fr~m the atmosphere 

{l. and combining iliem into molecules useful to living t9UIgs . g" 

\\"f- that element. Until a German . emist n . Hab fig

'M);0 ~ed out ~t~ this trick ~9, all thp usable nl!;rQ~~~tJ:t 

'N '. L had atpDe time ~~~~.J?act~::~-
~ m::~l~ts (such as peas or alfulfa or locust trees) or, less com

.......\~ ,,,l., mo' of electricalli htuin which can break nitrogen 

~\ \ bon~_~~asing a light rain of fer~ry: 
Vaclav Sruil, a geographer who has written a fuscinating book about 

~calledEnriching the Earth, pointed out that "t~ 
gr~ops and hUlDaIl bodies without nitrogen." Before Fritz Haber's 

invention ilie sheer amount of life earili could support-me size of 

crops and the nUlllber ofhurnan bodies was limited me 
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~~~~~t...bact~~!i:ghtuingc()1J1d fix. By 1900, Eu
ropean scientists recognized that unless a way was fmmd to augment 

t1Iis naturally occurring nitrogen, the growth of the human population 

would soon grind to a very painful halt. The same recognition by Chi

nese scientists a few decades later is probably what compelled China's 

opening to the West: Mter Nixon's 1972 trip the first major order the 

Chinese government placed was for thirteen massive fertilizer factories. 

Without them. China would probably have starved. 

~y it ill!}' not be hyperbole to clainl, as Smil does, that me 

. <t!.@.~~l'!~process (Carl Bosch gets me credit for commercializin.g 

H'!~er's i.:t~ fo.:.Exing nitrogen is me most important invention oi me 
twentieth century. H~!!I:£ates iliat two of every five humans on earili 

t~~r woUlcrnot be alive ifnot for Fritz Haber's inventic:~: We can eas

ily imagine a world without computers or electridty, SmiI points out, 

but without synthetic fertilizer billions of people would never have 

been born.Though, as iliese numbers suggest, h'!:!IDallS~ have s~uck 

something ~stian bargain with nature when Fritz Haber gave us 
ilie power to fix nitl"ogen. -

'. Fritz H~~~ever heard ofhim eimer, even iliough he was 

awarded the~~ 1920 for "improving the standards of agri

culture aIld the well-being of man1dnd." But me reason for his obscu

rity has less to do with the importance ofhi5 work man ilie ugly twist 
ofh1s biography, which recalls the dubious links between modem war

fare md industrial agriculture. During World War I, Haber threw him

self into me Germm war effort, md his chemistry kept alive Germmy's 

hopes for victC>I'l'@er Britain choked off Germmy's supply of nitrates 

'>from Chilean mines, all essential ingredient in the manufacture of ex

plosives, Haber's technology allowed Germany to continue making 

bombs from s]@metic ni~ Later, as me war became mired in ilie 

trenches of France, Haber put his genius for chemistry to work devel

OPingiPOis~~~ine. 
oped ~e gas used ill Hitler's concentration cam~) On 

22, 1915, Smil \VTites, Haber was"on ilie front llnes directing ilie 

first gas attack in military history:' His "triumphant" return to Berlin 

~ 43 
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was ruined a few days later when his wife, a fellow chemist sickened by 

her husband's contribution to the war effort, used Haber's army pistol 

to kill herself. Though Haber later converted to Christianity, his Jewish 

background forced him to flee Nazi Gennany in the thhties; he died, 

broken, in a Basel hotel room in 1934. Perhaps because the history of 

sdence gets written by the victors, Fritz Haber's story has been all but 

written out of the twentieth century. Not even a plaque marks the site 

ofhis great discovery at the University ofKarlsruhe. 

Haber's story embodies the paradoxes of sdence: the double edge 

to our manipulations ofnature, the good and evil that can flow·not only 

from the same man but the same knowledge. Haber brought a vital new 

source of fertility and an awful new weapon into the world; as his bi

ographer wrote, "[I]t's the same sdence and the same man doing 

both."Yet this dualism diViding the benefactor of agriculture from the 

chemical weapons maker is far too pat, for even Haber's benefaction has 

proven decidedly to be a mixed blessing. 

~en humankind acquITed the power to fix nitrogen, the basis of 

soil fertility s~otal reliance on the energy of th~un to a 

new reliance on fossil fueL For the Haber-Bosch process works by com

bining nitrogen and hydrogen gases under immense heat and pressure 

in the presence of a cataly~ The heat and pressure are supplied by 

p~giousamounts of electricity, and the hy~ is suPillied by oU:
~-

cgal, or, most commonly today, natural gas-fossil fuels. True, these 

fossil fuels were at one time billions of years ago created by the sun, but 

they are not renewable in the same way that the fertility created by a 

legume nourished by sunlight is. (That nitrogen is actually fixed by a 

bacterium living on the roots of the legume, which trades a tiny drip of 

s}l~~enthe plant needs.) .·-------
On the day in the 1950s that George Naylor's father spread his first 

load of a;:run0nium nitrate fertilizer, the ecology ofhis farm underwent 

a quiet revolution. Wbat had been a local, sun-driven cycle of fertility. 

in which the legumes fed the corn which fed the livestock which in 

turn (with their manure) fed the corn, was now broken. Now he could 
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plant corn every year and on as much of his acreage as he chose, since 

he had no need for the legumes or the animal manure. He could buy 

fertility in a bag, fertility that had originally been produced a billion 

years ago halfway around the world. 

liberated from the old biological constraints, the farm could now 

be managed on industrial principles, as a factory transforming inputs 

of raw material--chemical fertilizer--into outputs of comlShtce the 

farm no longer needs to generate and conserve its own fertility by 

maintaining a diversity of species, synthetic fertilizer opens the way to 

monoculture, allowing the farmer to bring the factory's economies of 

scale and mechanical efficiency to na~ as has sometimes been 

said, the discovery of agriculture represented the first £ill of man from 

the state of nature, then the discovery of synthetic fertility is surely a 

second predpitous f~ixingnitrogen allowed the food chain to turn 

from the logic of biology and embrace the logic of industry. Instead of 

eating exclusively from the sun, humanity now began to sip petroleum. 

Corn adapted brilliantly to the new industrial regime, consuming 

prodigious quantities of fossil fuel energy and turning out ever more 

prodigiOUS quantities offood energy. More than half of all the synthetic 

nitrogen made today is applied to com, whose hybrid strains can make 

better use of it than any other plant. Growing corn, which from a bio

logical perspective had always been a process of capturing Slmlight to 

. turn it into food, has in no small measure become a process ofconvert

ing fossil fuels into food. This shift explains the color of the land: The 

reason Greene County is no longer green for half the year is because the 

fumer who can buy synthetic fertility no longer needs cover crops to 

capture a whole year'~rthof sunlight; he has plugged himself into a 

new source of energy@en you add together the natural gas in the fer

tilizer to the fossil fuels it takes to make the pestiddes, drive the trac

tors, and harvest, dry. and transport the corn, you find that every bushel 

of industrial com requITes the equivalent of between a quarter and a 

third of a gallon ofoil to grow it-or around fifty gallons ofoil per acre 

of co~(Some estimates are much higher.) Put. another way, it takes 
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more than a calorie of fossil fuel energy to produce a calorie of food; 

before the advent of chemical fertilizer the Naylor farm produced more 

than two calories of food energy for every calorie of energy invested. 

From the standpoint of industrial effidency, it's too bad we can't sim

ply drink the petroleum direcdy. 

Ecologically this is a fabulously expensive way to produce food-

but "ecologically" is no longer the operative standard. As long as fossil 

fuel energy is so cheap and available, it makes good economic sense to 

produce corn this way. The old way of growing corn-using fertility 

drawn from the sun~may have been the biologieal equivalent of a free 

lunch, but the service was much slower and the portions were much 

skimpier. In the factory time is money, and yield is everything. 

One problem with factories, as compared to biological systems, is 

that they tend to pollute. Hungry for fossil fuel as hybrid corn is, farm

ers still feed it far more than it can possibly eat, wasting most of the fer

tilizer they buy. Maybe it's applied at the wrong time of rear; maybe it 

runs off the fields in the rain; maybe the farmer puts down extra just to 

play it safe. "Theysay you only need a hundred pounds per acre. I don't 

know. I'm putting on up to two hundred.You don't want to err on the 

side of too litde," Naylor explained to me, a bit sheepishly. "It's a form 

ofyield insurance:' 

But what happens to the one hundred pOilllds of synthetic nitrogen 

that Naylor's com plants don't take up? Some of it evaporates into the 

air, where it addifies the rain and contributes to global wamring. ~ 

monium nitrate is transformed into nitrous oxide, an important green

h~ Sorn;;seeps down to the water table. When I w~pour 
myself a glass ofwater in the Naylors'kitChen, Peggy made sure I drew 

it from a spedal faucet connected to a reverse-osmosis filtration SYStf'ID 

in the basement. As for the rest of the excess nitrogen, the spring rains 

wash it offNaylor's fields, carrying it into drainage ditChes that evenrn

spill into the Raccoon River. From there it flows into the Des Moines 

River, down to the dty of Des Moines---which drinks from the Des 

Moines River. In sprin ,when nitrogen runoff is at its hea~ 
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issn~w~g parents it's unsafe to~_£hildren 
water from the tap. The nitrates in the water convert to nitrite, which 

. -"_.'---~_ ..--........... _. -_.... _..------......
-

b@.~~~()J1~!!!QglQbin, compromising ·the blood's ability~o~ oxy-

g~JLtQ. the brain. So I guess I was wrong. to suggest we don.lEP fossil 
fu.els dir~~tly; ~~metimes ";';e dt;: ---- .--
Ithasb~~ than~entury since Fritz Haber's invention, yet 

already it has changed the earth's ecology. More than halfof the world's 

.supply of usable nitrogen is now man-made. (Unless you grew up on 

organic food, most of. the kilo or so of nitrogen in your body was fixed 

by the Haber-Bosch process.) "We have perturbed the global nitrogen 

cycle," Srn.il wrote, "more than any other, even carbon:'The effects may 

be harder to predict than the effects of the global warming caused by 

our disturbance of the carbon cycle, but they may be no less momen

tous. The flood of synthetic nitrogen has fertilized not just the farm 

fields but the forests and the oceans too,. to the benefit of some spedes 

(corn and algae being two of the biggest benefidaries), and to the detri

ment of coundess others. The ultimate fate of the nitrates that George 

Naylor spreads on his cornfield in Iowa is to flow down the Mississippi 

;jnto the Gulf ofMex:ico, where their deadly fertility poisons the marine 

ecosystem. The nitrogen tide stimulates the wild growth of algae, and 

the algae smother the fish, creating a "hypoxic," or dead, zone as big as 

state of New Jersey-and still growin~Jertilizing the world, we-.
alter the planet's composition of species and sltrink its biodiver~ 

5. A PLAGUE OF CHEAP CORN 

e day after George Naylor artd I finished planting his com, the rains 

e, so we spent most of it around his kitchen table, drinking coffee 

d talking about what mmers always talk about: lousy commodity 

,rices; benighted farm policies; making ends meet in a dysfunctional 

economy. Naylor carne back to the farm in what would turn out to 

the good old days in American agriculture: Corn prices were at art 

mailto:b@.~~~()J1~!!!QglQbin
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all-time high, and it looked as though it might actually be possible to 

make a living growing it, But by the time Naylor was ready to take his 

first crop to the elevator, the price of a bushel of com had dropped 

from three dollars to two dollars. the result of a bumper crop. So he 

held his corn off the market, storing it in the hope that the price would 

rebound. But the price kept falling all through that winter and into the 

follOWing spring and, if you factor in inflation, it has pretty much been 

falling ever since.These days the price ofa bushel ofcorn is about a dol

lar beneath the true cost of growing it, a boon for everyone but the 

com farmer. What I was hoping George Naylor could help me under

stand is, if there's so much com being grown in America today that the 

market won't pay the cost of producing it, then why would any farmer 

in his right mind plant another acre of it? 

The answer is complicated, as I would learn, but it has something to 

do with the perverse economics of agriculture, which would seem to 

defy the classical laws ofsupply and demand; a little to do with the psy

chology offarmers; and everything to do with farm policies, which un

derwent a revolution right around the time George Naylor was bUying 

his first tractor. Government farm programs once designed to limit pro

duction and support prices (and therefore farmers) were qUietly rejig

gered to increase production and drive down prices. Put another way, 

instead of supporting farmers, during the Nixon administration the 

government began supporting corn at the expense offarmers. Corn, al

ready the recipient of a biological subsidy in the form of synthetic ni

trogen, would now receive an economic SUbsidy too, ensuring its final 

triumph over the land and the food system. 

NAYLOR'S PERSPECTIVE on farm policy was shaped by a story his dad 

used to tell him. It takes place during the winter of 1933, in the depths 

of the farm depression. "That's when my father hauled com to town 

and found out that the price ofcorn had been ten cents a bushel the day 

before, but on that day the elevator wasn't even bUying." The price of 

corn had fallen to zero. "Tears always came to his eyes when he re-
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counted the neighbors losing their furms in the 192Os and '30s," Naylor 

told m~erica's farm policy was forged during the Depression not, 

as mantpeople seem to think, to encourage farmers to produce more 

food for a hungry nation, but to rescue farmers from the disastrous 

effects of~owing too much food-far more than Americans could af
ford to bI:rJ 

For as long as people have been farming, fat years have posed almost 

as stiff a challenge as lean, since crop surpluses collapse prices and 

bankrupt farmers who will be needed again when the inevitable lean 

years return. When it comes to food, nature can make a mockery of the 

classical economics ofsupply and demand-nature in the form ofgood 

or bad weather, of course, but also the nature of the hmuan body, 

which can consume only so much food no matter how plentiful the 

supply. So, going back to the Old Testament, communities have devised 

various strategies to even out the destructive swings ofagricultural pro iJ. 

duction. The Bible's recommended farm policy was to establish a grain/' JJ( 5-1.4 
reserve. Not only did this ensure that when drought or pestilence ru-. 

ined a harvest there'd still be food to eat, but it kept farmers whole by 

taking food off the market ~n ~arvest was bountiful. 

This is more or less wha ew Deal ~prOlVal~ttempted to do. . 

For storable commodities such as com, the govermnent established a I 
target price based on the cost of production, and whenever the market /. 

price dropped below that target, the farmer was given a choice. Instead 

of dumping com onto a weak market (thereby weakening it further), 

the farmer could take out a loan from the government-using his crop 

as collateral-that allowed him to store his grain until prices recovered. 

At that point, he sold the corn and paid hack the loan; if corn prices 

stayed low, he could elect to keep the money he'd borrowed and, in re

payment, give the govermnent his com, which would then go into 

something that came to be called, rather quaintly, the "Ever-Normal 

Granary." Other New Deal programs, such as those administered by the 

Soil Conservation Service, sought to avert overproduction (and soil ero

,n) by encouraging farmers to idle their most enviroumentally sensi
tive land. 
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6. THE SAGE OF PURDUE 

~~~second secretary of agriculture, 
probahly did more than any other single individual to orchestrate 

George Naylor's plague ofcheap com, In every newspaper article about 

him, and there were scores, the name ofEarl Butz, a blustering, highly 

quotable agricultural economist from Purdue University. is invariahly 

accompanied by the epithet "colorful." Butz's plainspoken manner and 

barnyard humor persuaded many people he must be a friend to the 

farmer, but his presence on the board ~ probably of

fered a more reliable guide to his sympathies, Though chiefly remem

bered outside agriculture for the racist joke that cost him his job during 

the 1976 election Butt xevQIJ!ti~~ericlE.2,gFicult~~,h::Iping to 
shift the food chain 'onto a foundation ofcheaIL~rn. 

Butz took over the Department ofAgriculture during the last period 

in American history that ~ cl:imbed1Pgh enough to generate 

~olitiGal beat; his legacy would be to make sure that never happened 

again. In the £ill of 1972 Russia, having suffered a series of disastrous 

harvests, purchased 30 million tons ofAmerican grain. Butz had helped 

arrange the sale, in the hopes ofgiving a boost to crop prices in order to 

bring restive farmers tempted to vote for George McGovern into the Re

publican fold. The plan worked all too well: The unexpected surge in de

mand, coinciding with a spell of bad weather in the Farm Belt, drove 

grain prices to historic heights. These were the com prices that per

suaded George Naylor he could make a go of it on his family's farm. 

The 1972 Russian grain sale and the resulting spike in farm income 

, that fall helped Nixon nail down the fum vote for his reelection, but by 

the following year those prices had reverberated through the food 

'chain, all the way to the supermarket. By 1973 the inflation rate for 

groceries reached an all-time high, and housewives were organizing 

at supermarkets. Farmers were killing chicks because they 

t afford to buy feed, and the price of beefwas slipping beyond 

reach of middle-class consumers. Some foods became scarce; horse 

The system, which remained in place more or less until shortly be

fore George Naylor came back to the farm in the 1970s, did a fuirly good 

of keeping corn prices from collapsing in the face of the twentieth 

century's rapid gains in yield, Surpluses were held off the market by the 

offer of these "nonrecourse loans," which cost the government rela

tively little, since most of the loans were eventually repaid. And when 

prices climbed, as a result of bad weather, say, the government sold 

corn from its granary, which helped both to pay for the fann programs 

and smooth out the inevitable swings in price. 

I say this system remained in place "more or less" until the 197Os 

because, beginning in the 1950s, a campaign to dismantle the New 

Deal fann programs took root, and with every new fann bill since then 

another strut was removed from the structure of support. Almost from 

the start, the policy of supporting prices and limiting production had 

collected powerful enemies: exponents oflaissez-faire economics, who 

didn't see farming should be treated differently than any other 

economic sector; food processors and grain exporters, who profited 

from overproduction and low crop prices; and a coalition of political 

and business leaders who for various reasons thought'America had far 

too many fanners for her (or at least therr) own good. 

America's farmers had long been making political trouble for Wall 

Street andWashington; in the words ofhistorianWalter Karp, "since the 

CivilWar at least, the most umuly, the most independent, the most re

publican ofAmerican citizens have been the small farmers." Beginning 

with the populist revolt of the 1890s, farmers had made common cause 

with the labor movement, working together to check the power ofcor

porations. Rising agricultural productivity handed a golden opportu

nity to the fanners' traditional adversaries. SiIlce a smaller number of 

farmers could now feed America, the moment had come to "rational

ize" agriculture by letting the market force prices down and farmers off 

the land. So Wall Street andWashington sought changes in farm policies 

that would loose "a plague of cheap corn" (in the words of George 

Naylor, a man very much in the old rural-populist mold) on the nation, 

the effects ofwhich are all around US--indeed, in us, 
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meat began showing up in certain markets, "Why a Food Scare in a 

Land of Plenty?" was a headline in u.s. News andWorld Report that summer. 

Nixon had a consumer revolt on his hands, and he dispatched Earl Butz 

to quell it.The Sage of Purdue set to work reengineering the American 

food system, driving down prices and vastly increasing the output 

of American farmers~at had long been the dream of agribusiness 

(cheaper raw materials) and the political establishment (f~er restive 

farmers) now became official government polig:] 

Butz made no secret of his agenda: He exhorted farmers to plant 

their fields "fencerow to fenoerow" and advised them to "get big or get 

out," Bigger farms were more productive. he believed. so he pushed 

farmers to consolidate ("adapt or die" was another of his credos) and 

to regard themselves not as farmers but as "agribuSinessmen." Some

what less nOisily, Butz set to work dismantling the New Deal farm 

regime of price su~ts, a job made easier by the fact that prices at the 

time were so hig@ abolished the Ever-Normal Granary and, with 

the 1973 farm bill, began replacing the New Deal system of supporting 

prices through loans, government grain purchases. and land idling 

with a new system ofdirect payments to farm~ 
The change from loans to direct payments hardly seems 

momentous--either way, the government pledges to make sure the 

farmer receives some target price for a bushel of com when prices are 

weak. But in fact paying fanners directly for the shortfall in the price of 

corn was revolutionary, as its proponents surely must have understood. 

~ey had removed the floor under the price of grain. Instead of keep

ing corn out of a falling market. as the old loan programs and federal 

~ granary had done, the new subsidies encouraged farmers to sell their 

corn at any price, since the government would make up the difference. 

'i\\).lL Or, as it turned out, make up some of the difference. since just about 

\'()\ l., every farm bill since has lowered the target price in order, it was 

\ ~.f'- claimed, to make American grain more competitive in world mark;;] 

(Beginning in the 1980s, big buyers of grain like Cargill and Archtl~ 

.\",J:: Daniels Midland [ADM] took a hand in shaping the fann bills, which' 

~~ .P1dictably came to reflect their interests more closely than those 0 
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fanners.) mstead ofsupporting farmers, the goverrunent was now sub


sidizlng every bushel of corn a farmer could grow-and American
 

farmers pushed to go flat out could grow a hell of a lot of corn.
 

7. THE NAYLOR CURVE 

It's not at all clear that very many American fanners know exactly what 

hit them, even now. The rhetoric ofcompetitiveness and free trade per

suaded many of them that cheap corn would be their salvation, and 

several putative farmers' organizations have bought into the virtues of 

cheap corn. But since the heyday of corn prices in the early seventies, 

farm income has steadily declined along with corn prices, forcing mil
lions of farmers deeper into debt and thousands ofthem into bank

ruptcy every week.~ports, as a percentage of the American com 

harvest. have barely budged from around 20 perc~ 

have fallen. Iowa State University estimates that jEts roughl~ 
to grow a bushel of Iowa corn; in October 2005 Iowa grain elevators 

~0~e.n:p~SI~~forad91-
~lesirlliaIi it costs him~ grow.it. Yet the com keeps coming, more of 

it every year.:::J 

How can this possibly be? 

George Naylor has studied this question, and he has come up with 

a convincing answer. He's often asked to speak at meetings on the farm 

crisis, and to testify at hearings about farm policy, where he often pre

sents a graph he's drawn to explain the mystery. He calls it the Naylor 

Curve. {"Remember the Laffer curve? Well, this one looks a little like 

that one, only it's true.") Basically it purports to show why falling farm 

prices force farmers to increase production in defiance of all rational 
economic behavior. 

"Farmers facing lower prices have only one option if they want to 

be able to maintain their standard of living. pay their bills, and service 

their debt, and that is to produce more." A farm family needs a certain 

amount ofcash flow every year to support itself, and if the price ofcorn 
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falls, the only way to stay even is to sell more corn. Naylor says that 

farmers desperate to boost yield end up degrading th;eir land, plowing 

and planting marginal land, applying more nitrogen-anything to 

squeeze a few more bushels from the soil. Yet the more bushels each 

farmer produces, the lower prices go, giving another turn to the per

verse spiral of overproduction. Even so, com :furmers persist in measur

ing their success in bushels per acre, a measurement that improves even 

as they go broke. 

"The free market has never worked in agricnltUIe and it never will. 

The economics of a family farm are very difierent than a firm's: When 

prices fall, the firm can layoff people, idle factories, and make fewer 

widgets. Eventually ule market finds a new balance between supply and 

demand. But the demand for food isn't elastic; people don't eat more 

just because food is cheap. And laying off farmers doesn't help to re

duce supply.You can fire me, but you can't fire my land, because some 

other farmer who needs more cash How or thinks he's more efficient 

than I am will come in and farm it. Even ifI go out ofbusiness this land 

will keep producing corn." 

But why com and not something else? "We're on the bottom rung 

of the industrial food chain here, using this land to produce energy and 

protein, mostly to feed animals. Corn is the most efficient way to pro

duce energy, soybeans the most effident way to produce protein." The 

notion of switching to some other crop Naylor gruffly dismisses. "What 

am I going to grow here, broccoli? Lettuce? We've got a long-term in

vesttnent in growing com and soybeans; the elevator is the only buyer 

in town, and the elevator only pays me for corn and soybeans.The mar

ket is me to grow corn and soybeans, period:' As is the govern

ment, which calcnlates his various subsidy payments based on his yield 

of com. 

So Ule plague of cheap corn goes on, impdverishing farmers (both 

here and in the countries to which we export it), degrading the land, 

polluting the water, and bleeding the federal treasury, which now 

spends up to $5 bi1Jion a year subsidizing cheap corn. But though those 

subsidy checks go to the farmer (and represent nearly half of net farm 
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income today), what the Treasury is really subsidizing are the buyers of
 

all that cheap com. "Agricnltnre's always going to be organized by the
 

government; the question is, organized for whose benefit? Now it's for
 

Cargill and Coca-Cola. It's certainly not for the farmer."
 

Early that afternoon, after George and I had been talking agricul


tmal policy for longer than I ever thought possible, the phone rang; his
 
neighbor Billy needed a hand with a balky corn planter. On the drive
 

over Naylor told me a little about Billy. "He's got all the latest toys: the
 

twelve-row planter, Roundup Ready seed, the new John Deere com


bine." George rolled his eyes. "Billy's in debt up to his eyeballs." George
 

believes he's managed to survive on the farm by steering clear of debt,
 

nursing along his antique combine and tractor, and aVOiding the trap of
 
expansion. 

A blockish fellow in his fifties, with a seed cap perched over a gray

ing crew cut, Billy seemed cheerful enough, espedally considering he'd
 

just blown his mOrning fiddling with a broken tractor cable. While he
 

and George were working on it I checked out the shed full of state


of-the-art fann equipment and asked him what he thought about the
 

Bt corn he was planting--corn genetically engineered to produce its
 

own pesticide. Billy thought the seed was the greatest. "I'm getting 220
 

bushels an acre on that seed," he boasted. "How's that compare,
 
George?" 

George owned he was getting something just south of two hun

dred, but he was too polite to say what he knew, which was that he was 

almost certainly clearing more money per acre growing less corn more 

cheaply. But in Iowa, bragging rights go to the man with the biggest 
yield, even if it's bankrupting him. 

In a shed across the way I noticed the shiny chrome prow of a trac

tor trailer poking out and asked Billy about it. He explained he'd had to 

take on long-distance hauling work to keep the farm afloat. "Have to 

drive the big rig to pay for all my farm toys," he chuckled. 

George tossed me a look, as if to say, kind of pathetic, isn't it? 

Poignant seemed more like it, to think whatthisS~~ had to do to 

hold on to his farm. I was reminded ~horeau's ~~:'}vien have be
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9lme the tools of their tools,." And I wondered ,jf Billy gave much 

thought, in those late-night hours rolling up the miles on Interstate 80, 

to how he got to this point, and about who he was really working for 

now, The bank? John Deere? Monsanto? Pioneer? Cargill? Two hun

dred and twenty bushels of corn is an astounding accomplislUnent, yet 

it didn't do Billy nearly as much good as it did those companies. 

And then of course there's the corn itself, which if corn could form 

an opinion would surely marvel at the absurdity of it all--and at its 

great good fortune. For corn has been exempted from the usual rules of 

nature and economics, both ofwhich have rough mechanisms to check 

any such wild, uncontrolled proliferation. In nature, the population of 

a species explodes until it exhausts its supply of food; then it crashes. In 

the market, an oversupply of a commodity depresses prioes until either 

the surplus is consumed or it no longer makes sense to pro?uce any 

more ofit. In corn's case, humans have labored mightily to free it from 

either constraint, even if that means going broke growing it, and con

suming it just as fast as we possibly can. 

THREE 

THE ELEVATOR 

On the spring afternoon I visited the grain eleva.tor in Jefferson, Iowa, 

where George Naylor hauls his com each October, the sky was a soft 

gray, drizzling lightly. Grain elevators, the only significant verticals for 

miles around in this part ofIowa, resemble tight clusters ofwindowless 

concrete office towers, but this day the oement sky had robbed them of 

contrast, rendering the great cylinders nearly invisible. What stood out 

as my car rumbled across the raihoad tracks and passed the green and 

white "Iowa Farmers Cooperative" sign was a bright Yl"JIow pyramid 

the size of a circus tent pitched near the base of the elevator: an im
ofcorn left out in the rain. 

The previous year's had been a bumper crop in this part of the Mid

'west; the pile represented what was left of the millions of bushels of 

com that had overflowed the elevators last October. Even now, seven 

"months later, there was still a surfeit of corn, and I watched a machine 

that looked like a portable escalator pour several tons of it over the lip 

,of a raihoad car. As I circumnavigated the great pile, I started to see the 

"golden kernels everywhere, ground into the mud by tires and boots, 


